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                   Meet the Nepsu Speaker

                   
                       The ideal wireless multi-room speaker for your home. Customizable to your desire, it is designed to fit in and stand out.
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                   Every home is unique and must be adapted to its owner’s preferences.

                   That is why the Nepsu Speaker is the most versatile wireless speaker for your home. Designed to be fully customizable, it will complement any environment.

               

           

       

       
           
               
                   Position

                   Corner - Wall - Surface

                   Benefit from a natural sound amplification from the walls for an enhanced auditive experience, and meanwhile, free up space.
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                   Customization

                   Express yourself

                   The Nepsu Speaker comes with a brushed and easily interchangeable aluminum plate to blend in seamlessly with your decor. Choose from our variety of colours to customize it to your desire. Feel free to change the look any time you want in a blink of an eye.
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                   Connections

                   Play. Your. Music.

                   Simply connect your favourite devices with the technology you’re most comfortable with. Select between Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or Aux In to play music from your personal library or an internet radio.
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                   Multiroom App

                   Music anywhere in your home

                   With multiple speakers in separate rooms, set the atmosphere by playing your favourite songs for a whole home audio experience. Each room a different song, or one song in any combination of rooms, you decide. App available on both iOS and Android.
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                   Microphone

                   Speak freely

                   Caught in the moment with both hands busy? No worries. For your convenience, a sensitive microphone has been integrated for hands-free calls. No need to interrupt your activities anymore.

               

               
               

           

       

       
           
               
                   Ecological

                   Green is the new black

                   The Nepsu Speaker is made of a new European award-winning material chosen for its outstanding acoustic and environmental properties. This natural fiber composite, 50% wood 50% plastic, is recyclable and has a lower carbon footprint than traditional plastic materials. The Nepsu Speaker is Made in Canada.
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                       Every home is unique and must be adapted to its owner’s preferences.

                       That is why the Nepsu Speaker is the most versatile wireless speaker for your home. Designed to be fully customizable, it will complement any environment.

                   

                   
                   

               

           

       

       
           
               
                   

                   
                       Positions

                       Three ways, you choose

                       Enjoy a clear and pleasant sound wherever you display it. Benefit from a natural sound amplification from the walls for an enhanced auditive experience, and meanwhile, free up space.
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                       Express yourself

                       The Nepsu Speaker comes with a brushed and easily interchangeable aluminum plate to blend in seamlessly with your decor. Choose from our variety of colours to customize it to your desire. Feel free to change the look any time you want in a blink of an eye.
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                       Play. Your. Music.

                       Simply connect your favourite devices with the technology you’re most comfortable with. Select between Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or Aux In to play music from your personal library or an internet radio.
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                       Music anywhere in your home

                       With multiple speakers in separate rooms, set the atmosphere by playing your favourite songs for a whole home audio experience. Each room a different song, or one song in any combination of rooms, you decide. App available on both iOS and Android.
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                       Caught in the moment with both hands busy? No worries. For your convenience, a sensitive microphone has been integrated for hands-free calls. No need to interrupt your activities anymore.
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